maxon is a global provider of world-class precision drive systems. Our drives are perfectly suited for wherever extreme precision and the highest quality standards are necessary - on Earth, and on Mars.

What we offer
For creative minds and passionate doers, we offer a global yet trusted environment. Those who are prepared to question endless possibilities and challenge themselves will rise to great heights with us.

For our new department Robotic Drive systems we are offering the position as

**Head of Robotic Drive Systems**

**Your area of responsibility**
At maxon, you are at the pulse of innovation. With your know-how and action, you shape the future of robotics within the maxon group and consequently for our customers.

Your field of activity will contain the following core tasks:

- Set up and shape the Competence Center for Robotics within the maxon group at maxon Zurich
- Set up and manage a team of robotic drive experts
- Help to shape the strategy in the field of robotics
- Develop system concepts and derive requirement specifications for drive components
- Define component roadmaps for motors, gearheads, and control electronics, in collaboration with internal R&D centers and external suppliers
- Active participation in customer projects, from acquisition through to series maturity
- Maintain networking (universities, external partners and customers, suppliers, etc.)

We also offer you:

- an international environment and a lot of room for personal growth and development
- Flexible annual working hours and home office, which allow you to combine your professional goals with your private ideas

**Your profile**
This job is exactly right for you, if...

- You want to bring your engineering skills and several years of practical experience in the field of robotics (lightweight robots, collaborative robotics, AGVs) into the maxon group
- You are enthusiastic about shaping and leading a team
- You are passionate about kinematics, the design of robotic applications and control technology for robots
- You have already gained experience in the field of functional safety, as well as with motors and/or gears for robotics
- You like to interact in an interdisciplinary environment and also enjoy traveling internationally
- You are ready to bring your start-up spirit into the maxon group?

**Your Contact**
Are you interested in new challenges? Then we look forward to your online application.

Frau Gabriela Thalmann | HR Business Partner | +41 41 662 83 27

maxon | Switzerland | karriere.maxongroup.ch